
Regulation section 

 Choose correct answers   

i) The “Q” code for “Shall I send or reply on this frequency with emissions of  

class.....?” is:  

(a) QRS?                (b) QSU?                         (c) QRE?                          (D) QSV?  

ii) The “Q” code for “Will you tell me exact frequency ?” is:  

(a) QRF?                (b) QRG?                         (c) QST?                       (d) QSY?  

iii) What is meaning of abbreviation “WX” used by amateurs ?  

(a) Was                (b) Weather   (c) Weaping child       (d) Wrong Transmission  

iv) What is R-S-T system code for “Strong signal with strongly ripple modulated”?  

(a) R-2,S-3  (b) S-8,T-6   (c) R-4,T-5   (d) S-8,T-5  

v) “QUM?” is meant for :  

(a) What is my frequency?   (b) Is the distress traffic over ?  

(c) Who are you ?    (d) Is my signal interfering you ?  

vi) What do you meant by “QSB?” in abbreviation Q-code ?  

(a) What is my frequency ?    (b) What is readability of my signals ?  

(c) Shall I begin my transmission   (d) Are my signal fading ?  

x) If ‘dit’ and ‘Dah’ in morse code has a length of 1 unit and 3 units  
corresponidingly then What should be the gap between two characters in a  
message ?  
(a) 1-Unit  (b) 3-Unit   (c) 4-Unit  (d) 5-Unit 

i) The “Q” code for “Shall I send faster..?” is:  

(a) QRS?   (b) QSU?   (c) QRQ?   (D) QSV?  

ii) The “Q” code for “Shall I stop sending?” is:  

(a) QRF?   (b) QRY?   (c) QRT?   (d) QTC?  

iii) What is meaning of abbreviation “Lima lima” used by amateurs?  

(a) Land lord   (b) Land line(telephone)  

(c) Long life   (d) Last location  

 

 

 



 

iv) What is R-S-T system code for a “perfectly readable, smooth ripple but  

strong signal?  

(a) R-2, S-3, T-8   (b) R-5, S-8, T-6   (c) R-4, T-5, s-8  (d) R-5,S-8, T-7  

v) “QRP?” is meant for:  

(a) Shall I increase power?   (b) Shall I decrease power?  

(c) Decrease your power   (d) Increase your power  

vi) What do you mean by “QSB?” in abbreviation Q-code?  

(a) Your signals are fading  

(b) What is the readablity of my signals?  

(c) Shall I begin my transmission?  

(d) Are my signals fading?  

viii) UTC time corresponding to 1030 IST is  

(a) 1030 Hrs                       (b) 1330 hrs                        (c) 0500 hrs              (d) 1600 hrs 

i) The “Q” code for “Shall I inform-that you are calling him on Kes/mes?” is :  

(a) QSW ?                          (b) QRI?   (c) QRW?   (d) QTR?  

ii) The “Q” code for “Does my frequency vary?” is:  

(a) QRV?   (b) QRH?   (c) QRF?   (d) QTR?  

iii) What is meaning of abbreviation “DX” used by amaterrs?  

(a) Department    (b)Dir & Dash  

(c) Dear    (d)Distance Station  

iv) What is R-S-T system code for a “Unreadable Very week signals having very  

rough and broad AC”?  

(a) R-2, S-2, T-1                                                (b) R-1, S-1, T-2  

(c) R-1, S-2, T-1     (d) R-2, S-1, T-3  

v) “QSP?” is meant for :  

(a) What is your position?   (b) Will you relay to.....?  

(c) Shall I Decrease power?   (d) Who is calling me?  

 

 



 

vi) What do you mean by “QRQ?” in abbreviation Q-code?  

(a) Will you send on.....KHz?  

(b) What is the readablity of my signals?  

(c) Shall I Send faster? (d) Shall I send more slowly?  

vii) The Distess frequency allocated in radio telephony is :  

(a) 500-KHz  (b) 2812-KHz   (c) 2182-MHz   (d) 2182-KHz  

viii) During the course of their transmission amateur station shall send their call  

sign:  

(a) Every one houR  

(b) For initial contact only  

(c) Only on demand  

(d) At the beginning and at the end of each period of transmission  

ix) The Restricted Amateur station license empower to use the emissions of  

transmission:  

(a) A2A   (b) F3E    (c) F3C    (d) None  

x) If dit and Dah in morse code has a length of I unit and 3 units respectively  

then what should be the gap between a Dit and Dah in a message?  

(a) 1-Unit (b) 3-Unit (c) 2-Unit (d) 1.5-Unit 

i) The “Q” code for “Are you ready?” is :  

a) QRR?   b) QRF?   c) QRE?   d) QRV?  

ii) The “Q” code for “shall I change to transmission on another frequency?” is:  

a) QRF?     b) QSY?            c) QRT?             d) QTC?  

iii) What is meaning of abbreviation “WX” used by amateurs ?  

a) Wax    b) Weather  

c) Weeping Child  d) Wrong Transmission  

iv) What is R-S-T system code for a “Moderate Strong signal with readable without difficulty”?  

a) R-2, S-3   b) S-7, R-4   c) R-4, S-5   d) S-8, R-5  

 

 



 

 

v) “QRZ…” is meant for :  

a) Who is calling me?    b) When will you call me again?  

c) You are being called by….   d) I am ready  

vi) What do you mean by “QSB?” in abbreviation Q-code?  

a) Your signals are fading b) What is the readability of my signals?  

c) Shall I begin my transmission?  d) Are my signals fading?  

viii) UTC time corresponding to 1330 IST is  

a) 1050 Hrs   b) 1200 Hrs   c) 0800 Hrs   d) 0500 Hrs  

ix) Frequency band (in MHz) allotted on VHF range to Restricted Grade is :  

a) 7000 to 7100  b)14000 to 14350   c) 144 to 146   d) None 

x) If ‘dit’ and ‘Dah’ in morse code has a length of 1 unit and 3 unit then What  

should be the gap between two words in a message?  

a) 1-Unit   b) 3- Unit   c) 4- Unit   d) 5- Unit 


